A basic premise of this paper is that a simpler grammar is a more adequate one, and that thus exceptions are undesirable. We present studies concerning three different grammatical structures which contain phenomena standardly regarded as exceptions, and show how, in all three cases, the attribution of the status as an exception was unnecessary. In each case, the collection of better data and the explanatory advantages of firstly, a model of gradient grammaticality, and secondly the distinction between the effects of the grammar and the effects of production processing, reveal the phenomenon to be rule-governed.
Introduction
For a model of generative grammar, exceptions are anathema. The overriding aim of the generative project is to attain explanatory adequacy, specifically to account for the fact that most three-year-olds exhibit more grasp of the language system than linguists have been to able to capture in decades of research effort. The standard account of this is to assume that the acquisition task must be much simpler than than the task of description facing the linguist. The research programme thus consists of the ambition to design or discover a grammatical system so simple that it can realistically either be acquired by a toddler or else be part of the human genetic inheritance. This simplicity criterion forces the generative linguist to assume that the basis of linguistic patterning is a rule system, which must operate blindly and indiscriminately. Exceptions are the deadly enemy of simplicity, since they are by definition not rule-governed, and must be memorized or processed individually, which complicates both acquisition and use. For this reason therefore, linguistic phenomena which offer apparent exceptions must be regarded as problem cases. Exceptions are bad news: the ideal grammar should be maximally general and not contain exceptions.
Unfortunately for generative grammar, linguistic data is peppered with exceptions, and most grammars can only deal with generalizations about the observed data, rather than with the raw data itself. In order to address this, linguistic theory has tended to work on idealized data, which does not show so many exceptions. There is nevertheless significant interest in dealing with this manifest problem, as the papers in this volume demonstrate. There is good reason for this interest, for alternative, non-generative 1 INTRODUCTION 2 analyses are breathing down our neck. For as soon as the weight of learning exceptions simply by exposure reaches a certain point, the case for rules breaks down. If we can learn so much by simple exposure and frequency, then we can do without the additional mechanism of rules, since regularities can be seen as mere epiphenomena of local probabilities, the argument runs (cf Bybee & Hopper 2001) .
In this paper we shall attempt to show that many apparent exceptions are in fact rule-governed phenomena. We do this by addressing three different sorts of exceptions, and set forth how, in our example phenomena, characteristics of data and the assumptions of linguistic theory are obscuring regularities. Our conclusion will be that at least parts of the primary linguistic data are more exceptionless and rule-governed than they are appear. In this way our findings can be seen as supporting the generative approach, as the problem of exceptions is in reality less severe than it might seem.
There are three keys to this identificaton of wider, unrecognized generalities. First we must pay far more attention to the data base on which we construct our theories, taking both judgements and corpus-derived frequencies into account, and looking at both in detail. This approach makes it clear that far more factors play a role in influencing the perceived well-formedness of a structure than is generally assumed, and multiple factors can be causing apparent differences between even a minimal pair of structures. Taking this into account, certain exceptions can be seen to be rule-governed. The next step involves rethinking our concept of well-formedness, and examining more carefully what happens to the status of a structure which breaks a rule. This will require us to accept that there is variable of 'violation cost' which can vary over constraints, and that well-formedness is not a dichotomy, as generally assumed, but a continuum. These changes in assumptions prove their value by allowing us to account for some more phenomena which on the surface appear to be exceptions. Lastly we draw some conclusions from the contrast of frequency and judgement data about the most empirically adequate architecture of theory, a step which results in us distinguishing between two separate modules of the grammar: Constraint Application and Output Selection. When we have differentiated these, we will see that the 'exceptional occurrence' of some structures generally categorized as ungrammatical becomes explicable and compatible with a the rule system which operates blindly and exceptionlessly.
The net effect of these example studies is to show that the use of inadequate data and erroneous assumptions about the architecture of linguistic theory are revealing themselves by throwing up 'ghost' exceptions, which in reality are none. We aim to show that the grammar contains fewer exceptions and that grammatical rule systems have greater coverage than is at first glance apparent.
Experimentally obtained judgements
A crucial factor in our argumentation will be the collection of more detailed information about the perceived well-formedness status of key examples and example sets. To allow us to concentrate on the data at hand in the individual studies below, we shall briefly outline the data collection method here. We gather this judgement data using a variant of the magnitude estimation methodology (Bard et al 1996??) . This is a procedure for obtaining judgements from naive informants with the maximum possible degree of differentiation. It varies from the simple elicitation of standard categorical judgements ("Is this grammatical or not?") in several ways. First, subjects are asked to provide purely relative judgements: at no point is an absolute criterion of grammaticality applied. Judgements are relative to a reference example and the informant's own previous judgements. Second, all judgements are proportional; ie subjects are 3 asked to state how much better or worse sentence A is than sentence B. Next, the scale along which judgements are made is open-ended: subjects can always add an additional higher or lower score. Last, the scale has no minimum division: participants can always place a score between two previous ratings. The task thus has the form "If example A is worth 20 and example B is worth 30, how much would you give this one?". The result is that subjects are able to produce judgements which distinguish all the differences in well-formedness they perceive with no interference from an imposed scale.
This approach produces judgement data of much higher definition and quality than traditional techniques and permits much greater insights into the factors which affect perceived well-formedness (eg Cowart 1997 , Keller 2000 . We shall argue that many apparent exceptions in the grammar are only epiphenomena of inadequate data, a problem compounded by the inappropriate idealization of data, and the insufficiently articulated model of the grammar which has resulted from this data poverty. The location of the first exception type is within the grammar,and consists of a phenomenon which appears to satisfy the structural description for the application of the Binding Conditions, but which nevertheless does not seem to do so. The second exception type is a language. What shall we make of it when apparent cross-linguistic generalizations seem not to apply to a particular language? Can a language be an exception? Our third and last exception type is that of the structure which appears in language output even though there are well-recognized restrictions which should forbid it. Briefly, why do ungrammatical structures occur? What mechanism permits exceptional occurence?
2 Exception type one: incomplete generalization Our first case study concerns anaphoric binding in object coreference constructions in German, a set of phenomena characterized as a "problem" for generative grammar (Grewendorf 1985 , cf the related "dilemma" for transformational grammar, Reis 1976 ). This phenomenon is exceptional because the simple Binding Conditions (Chomsky 1981) seem not to work in these cases. This is therefore an exception which consists of an apparent limit to the generality of application of a rule within the grammar.
The third-person reflexive sich in German can have either dative or accusative case. It regularly occurs when the subject and a subsequent other clause-mate NP are coreferent, in line with Binding Condition A. When a non-subject and a subsequent other NP are coreferent, however the phenomena become much less clear and the regularities break down. It might be expected that the relationship between direct and indirect objects would be either symmetrical, so that each of the two would systematically ccommand, and be able to bind, the other, or else asymmetrical, so that only one would be able to bind the other. This issue is potentially of great interest, because of the insight that it would offer into the relative hierarchical positions of these constituents and thus the structure of the clause.
Unfortunately the data offers a much less clear picture than might be hoped, and coreference structures in German which do not involve a subject seem somewhat marked. Authors have suggested a number of ways in which the Binding Conditions might be augmented in order to account for the data. Grewendorf (1985 , cf Primus 1987 and Pollard & Sag 1994 attributes the restrictions on the binding of reflexives by objects to a hierarchy of grammatical functions, arguing that the binder of a pair must always be higher up in the hierarchy than the bindee. Since most binders are subjects and the most oblique grammatical functions are never binders, this works well for the vast majority of the time, but it also predicts that direct objects and indirect objects should clearly either bind or fail to bind each other (depending on where these functions are located in the hierarchy). Grewendorf argues that this is the case, and offers the following relevant judgements (eg Grewendorf 1988 (1a) indicates that a dative reflexive may be bound by an accusative binder, but a dative pronominal cannot be. Example (1b) shows that an accusative reflexive cannot be bound by a dative antecedent, but that an accusative pronominal can. This account is superficially attractive since it links in to the noun phrase accessibility hierarchy, which has been advanced for other purposes (Keenan & Comrie 1977) . In addition, it captures the three-way split between subject, objects and obliques quite well. However other authors have analysed these structures quite differently: Sternefeld for example contests some of the relevant judgements (Sternefeld & Featherston 2003) , while Reuland 1993 and Reinhart 1995) offer a completely different account of reflexivity. They distinguish between simplex SE-type and complex SELF-type anaphors, and argue that the former are in fact pronouns, not reflexives, but that they can occur as co-arguments where pronouns cannot because they are underspecified for phi-features, which makes them non-referential and thus feasible feet of chains. Both of these types appear as sich in German, though they have different forms cross-linguistically. The disjoint distribution of SE-and SELFtype anaphors is achieved by a rewriting of Binding Condition B, which stipulates that a semantically reflexive predicate must be reflexive-marked. Predicates which are inherently reflexive are lexically reflexive-marked (2a), other predicates must be reflexive-marked by having a SELF-anaphor as an argument (2b). Featherston &Sternefeld (2003) carried out an experimental study eliciting judgements using the magnitude estimation technique.
Investigating object coreference in German
In this study we used a variant of the magnitude estimation methodology as described in 1.1 above. We tested sixteen conditions, of which we shall report just eight here for illustrative purposes (see Featherston & Sternefeld 2003 for full details). These eight structures varied on three binary parameters: antecedent NP type (pronoun, full NP), case order (dat>acc, acc>dat) and anaphor type (reflexive, pronoun). 1 We present the forms of these conditions in Table 1 The high quality data we collected under strictly controlled conditions allow us to distinguish the various factors affecting the judgements of these structures. We present (a subset of) the results in Figure 1 , which shows the mean normalized grammaticality judgement score and 95% confidence interval for each experimental condition. The error bars show the confidence intervals, their midpoints the mean values. The syntactic conditions are arranged across the horizontal axis. Let us briefly recall the form which this data type takes. In our experiment we collected judgements, expressed in numerical form, and anchored by reference to other judgements, but with no reference to a concept of absolute (un)grammaticality. So results graphs such as 1 show us how good or bad subjects judged example structures to be, with higher numerical judgements indicating that a structure is more natural (up on the graph). On the horizontal axis we distinguish the different syntactic conditions judged. These are identified by their codes given in Table 1 .
Looking at the graph we can clearly see three effects at work here. All effects that we mention here are statistically significant (see Featherston & Sternefeld 2003) . The first effect relates to the NP type of the antecedent (full NP vs pronoun). The four conditions on the right-hand side of the chart (whose codes begin with a p) have pronouns as antecedents. They are judged better than those on the left-hand side which have full lexical NPs as antecedents (and thus have codes beginning with n). The reason for this is simple and it has nothing to do with binding. Since an antecedent normally linearly precedes an anaphor (in this experiment they always do), and an anaphor is necessarily a pro-form (ie not a full NP), it thus follows that when the antecedent is a full NP, then a word order restriction is violated, namely, that light (short) sister constituents linearly precede longer (heavier) ones (Behaghel 1909 , Lenerz 1977 , for whatever reason. The second visible effect is a case order effect. Of any minimal pair of structures, that with dative antecedent and accusative anaphor is judged better than that with accusative antecedent and dative anaphor. To see this we compare the first and second conditions from the left (with second letter d in their codes) with the third and fourth (with second letter a), and similarly the fifth and sixth with the seventh and eighth. This preference has a robust effect in the data, but we should be clear that it too has probably nothing to do with binding, since a preference for datives to linearly precede accusatives can be found in structures without object coreference (Behaghel 1932 , Lenerz 1977 , Uszkoreit 1986 , as our own studies have replicated in this data type. The fact that exactly those examples in which the antecedent is dative and the anaphor is accusative are judged better is thus merely an epiphenomenon; the interaction of two factors: first, that antecedents more naturally linearly precede anaphors, and second, that datives more naturally linearly precede accusatives, all other things being equal. Here too therefore we find no specific effect of binding or coreference.
The third effect we see in this data is that of the anaphor type (reflexive vs pronoun). In each of the four adjacent minimal pairs of conditions in the chart, the first, with a reflexive as anaphoric element (and with third letter r in its code), is judged clearly better than the second of the pair, which has a pronoun (and third letter p in its code). This is exactly what Binding Condition B would predict, since there is an accessible binder. In fact the pronouns are rather better than one might have predicted, but this is perhaps because the anaphors are followed by an adverbial selbst ('self') which improves the reflexivizability of the pronoun (how this works is controversial, eg Primus 1992).
Let us sum up. In the experiment which we present a part of here, we showed that there are a number of factors affecting the apparent well-formedness of object coreference structures, but none of them relate specifically to binding except the known Binding Condition B, which is full operative here. There is thus no reason to see this data set as being in any way an exception to the binding theory. Our experimentally obtained judgements demonstrate that the standard binding constraints apply here, but other irrelevant but nevertheless systematic constraints operating cumulatively (as Keller 2000 7 so clearly demonstrates) are confusing the picture. There is in this data therefore no problem of generative grammar, no dilemma and no exception. The simple picture was being obscured by the complexity of the interactions in the data.
Improved data collection techniques, making use of the great strides forward which have been achieved in the gathering and analysis of judgements, reveal the predictions of generative theory to be validated. This situation, in which irrelevant factors are fogging the wider picture, is much more common than is generally realised. In particular, many syntacticians still have failed to integrate into their perception of judgement data the finding that grammatical (and other) constraints operate cumulatively -the difference between two structures is often not just the effect of one constraint but of several of them additively. Irrelevant factors can tip a structure into apparent ungrammaticality which would without these noise factors be good (cf Sternefeld 2000) . Failure to recognize these facts can result in exceptions being mistakenly identified. Syntacticians' most effective weapon against being misled into identifying exceptions is improved data with much finer differentiation, which allows us to distinguish between the effects of the phenomenon we are interested in and other irrelevant factors.
Exception type two: cross-linguistic variation
Our second study relates to a difference between languages. While languages such as English exhibit island constraints, in others, such as German, they are not so apparent. This finding raises the question whether German should be seen as an exception, because it does not conform to the expectations which the analysis of restrictions like the Empty Category Principle (ECP) as universals give rise to. The ECP is an account of such phenomena as subject-object asymmetries which operates at an abstract level. As such it can and perhaps must be hypothesized to be universal. But this means that German, in which these effects do not seem to appear, would have to be regarded as an exceptional language. This needs to be explained within the system of universals, and in fact it is precisely this sort of finding which motivated the inclusion of parameters in the Principles and Parameters model (Chomsky 1981) : parameters are the escape hatch which permit inter-language exceptions to be accounted for. Not the effects of the ECP, but the option of having an ECP is universal. This approach to cross-linguistic variation, although tenable, must be recognized to be weaker than a position in which restrictions apply across language without exception.
We shall argue here that German is not an exceptional language, and more generally sketch out why we think that the whole treatment of inter-language exceptional behaviour using the mechanism of parameters is unnecessary. To do this we shall draw on data from our studies of the whole group of phenomena gathered under the heading of "constraints" in the sense of Chomsky (1973) and Ross (1967) , that is, those limitations upon structure which are insufficiently general to be regarded as rules. We shall note that such constraints, frequently island constraints, are the archetypical exceptions in the grammar: such constraints are postulated for exactly those effects which are not otherwise predicted. The use of such mechanisms presupposes some form of an 'overgenerate and filter' architecture in the grammar, which is itself uneconomical, since it requires two component parts to the grammar with quite different functions and characteristics, but space does not permit us to discuss this in detail here.
Superiority in German and English
In English, while multiple wh-questions are generally possible, it has been noted that certain wh-items cannot be moved to the intial position when certain others are in situ (eg Chomsky 1973) . Most generally it can be stated that in-situ subjects are not possible when other arguments are in raised position. So while (4a) is a perfect sentence of English, (4b) would not normally occur at all. The precise motor of this effect is to this day unclear, but we can distinguish two groups of accounts (see Ginzburg & Sag 2000 for thoughtful discussion). Chomsky (eg 1993) has suggested that it is an economy effect, and that structurally more distant wh-items cannot move to satisfy feature requirements when a closer one could do so as well. The alternative has been the ECP (eg Lasnik & Saito 1984) , which has accounted for this and other asymmetries between subjects, objects, and adjuncts with restrictions on which positions can be lexically and antecedent governed. The situation in German is different. The consensus position has been that the equivalent effect does not occur in German, eg: "German lacks the set of simple ECP effects like superiority, ... *[that-t]-effects ..." Lutz (1996; 35) . This is illustrated in the examples below, where (5a) is the most normal form but (5b), unlike (4b), can be fairly readily found in German corpora. To test for superiority, we applied our magnitude estimation methodology to twentysix different multiple wh-question structures, hoping to establish whether German has such an effect, and if so, which combinations of grammatical functions as wh-items would trigger it (for detail : Featherston 2005) . The twenty-six multiple wh-questions consisted of every pair of wh-subject wer ("who"), wh-direct object was ("what"), dlinked wh-direct object welches X ("which X"), wh-indirect object wem ("to whom"), d-linked wh-indirect object welchem X ("to which X"), and wh-adjunct wann ("when"). We present the relevant part of the results of this experiment in Figure 2 . This graph shows the same data type as Figure 1 above; mean normalized judgements are measured on the vertical scale, syntactic conditions are distinguished on the horizontal scale. In this chart we have grouped the conditions by the in-situ wh-item. It is clear that the group of conditions represented by the left-most error bar, which is all those conditions with in-situ wh-subjects, is judged worse than all the others. There is a degree of variation between the other (groups of) conditions, but this is due to independent effects which need not concern us here (for full details see Featherston 2005) . Since the presence in-situ of a wh-subject when another wh-item is in intial position is the structural description of superiority, and the preceived unacceptability of such examples is the characteristic symptom of the superiority effect, it would appear that we observe a superiority effect in German too.
In order to confirm that what we found in German was indeed the identical effect to the phenomenon familiar from English, we repeated the experiment on English data. Again we tested 26 conditions, amongst which were all possible combinations of wh- Figure 2 : Results of experiment on superiority in German, showing mean normalized judgement scores by in-situ wh-item. Conditions with in-situ subjects are judged significantly worse than all others. Abbreviations: wh-DO means 'bare direct object wh-item', wx-IO means 'which X-type indirect object wh-item' and so on. subject who, d-linked wh-subject which {person} wh-direct object what, d-linked whdirect object which {thing}, wh-indirect object (to) who(m), and d-linked wh-indirect object (to) which {person}. We present the results by in-situ wh-item as before. Figure 3 shows the judgements of multiple wh-questions in English, parallel to the findings on German in Figure 2 . Again one group of structures is judged clearly worse than all the others and again it is precisely those structures which have an in-situ bare wh-subject, as the superiority phenomenon describes. The very close correspondence of the results on German and the equivalent results on English leaves no doubt that the effect that we observed in German is of the same type as the superiority effect which we observe here in English.
This has clear implications but also raises important questions. The most important implication for our purposes here is that German is not an exceptional language, because German has the same effect that other languages have. Why therefore has there been a consensus among linguists which doubted the existence of this effect? The answer seems to be that the perceived strength of the relevant constraint is less in German than in English. Given the general assumption within syntactic theory that only those effects which are strong enough for their violation to cause categorical ungrammaticality are narrowly syntactic, and that all weaker effects are mere markedness or stylistics, linguists have tended to discount weaker effects as irrelevant. We can see this assumption in the argumentation that syntacticians use. Haider reveals this assumption explicitly when he argues in a related question (1993: 159):
"Wenn im Deutschen Subjektsätze die Spec-I Position einnehmen, verbietet CED Extraktion, und zwar ausnahmlos. Um dies zu widerlegen genügt aber schon ein einziges Beispiel." 3 Figure 3 : Results of experiment on superiority in English, showing mean normalized judgement scores by in-situ wh-item. As in German, conditions with in-situ subjects are judged significantly worse than all others. wh-subj means 'bare direct object whitem', wx-IO means 'which X-type indirect object wh-item' and so on.
Arguments of this sort presuppose that well-formedness is dichotomous, but evidence such as our experimental data on superiority in English and German would seem to show that this assumption of a binary model of well-formedness is erroneous. In this case of German superiority, the idealization to binary well-formedness is hiding generalizations.
We think that this is much more commonly the case. In our project SFB441 A3 Suboptimal syntactic structures (project leader Wolfgang Sternefeld) we have carried out numerous studies gathering introspective judgement data of experimental quality, controlling for irrelevant factors, standardizing materials along multiple parameters. The picture of perceived well-formedness that this data reveals is unambiguous. We consistently find that non-categorical constraints can be syntax-relevant, and indeed that the idea that any constraints are categorical is probably false. There are constraints which are sufficiently strong to appear categorical, in the sense that speakers would not choose to use structures violating them, but if we present informants with structures which are unambiguously ungrammatical, but nevertheless comprehensible, so that the error can be seen to be syntactic and not semantic, then they consistently rate such sentences relative to the perceived severity of the rule violation leading to ungrammaticality. They do not simply reject them absolutely. These sanctions can be stronger or weaker and are cumulative: a structure violating two rules is judged worse than one which violates only one of them (Keller 2000) . To illustrate this further we will briefly present another study on an island constraint which we have conducted.
The that-trace effect in German and English
This phenomenon is very clear in English. While both subject and object can be equally well extracted from a complementizerless complement clause (6a) , (6b), extraction from a clause introduced by a complementizer reveals a clear subject-object asymmetry: standardly the object extraction is judged acceptable (6c), but the subject extraction is judged ungrammatical (6d). This effect has been tested extensively by Cowart (eg 1997) , who has found it to be consistent and pervasive. As is the case with many extraction restrictions, the fundamental cause of the effect is obscure. The classic ECP account (Chomsky, 1981; Lasnik & Saito, 1984) motivates the asymmetry in the same way as the ECP-related accounts of other constraints which contain subject-object asymmetry, such as the superiority effect. It is perhaps fair to say that we do not yet have a complete understanding or fully satisfactory account of the that-trace effect. This constraint is generally held not to exist in German. There are certain differences between embedded clause structures in English and German which make it credible that different constraints on movement apply. Most importantly, German complement clauses come in two types, which we shall refer to as V-final and V2. The first type has a complementizer in initial position while the second never has one, and the verb in the V-final type is clause-final, while the verb in the V2 type is near the beginning of the clause, generally as second constituent after a phrasal topic. The contrast between a complement clause with and without a complementizer is thus in German part of a larger syntactically significant contrast, unlike in English where the complementizers sometimes appear to be optional elements. (7) a. If (7a), (7b), and (7c) were all grammatical, but (7d) were not, then we could say that German has a that-trace effect. However, the consensus view seems to be that standard German has no that-trace effect (Haider, 1983; Grewendorf, 1988; Stechow & Sternefeld, 1989; Bayer, 1990; Haider, 1993; Lutz, 1996) . The grammaticality status of structures of types (7c) and (7d) may be said to be marginal, as they are not generally felt to be part of the standard language, although they are fairly common in speech in southern varieties. In our experiment we aimed to test whether this effect would be identifiable in German using our more sensitive experimental judgement elicitation methods. Will German here turn out to be an exceptional language? We tested the four structures each in eight different lexical forms. The results are presented in Figure 4 together with the results of a parallel experiment on English by Cowart (1997) . This result shows a very clear picture. First, there is indeed a that-trace effect in German, for the resemblance of the German data to the English is remarkable. The existence of the effect in German can thus not be in doubt. In both languages the subject and object extractions from complementizerless clauses are judged about equally good, and are clearly better than the extractions from clauses with complementizers. The extraction of a subject from a clause with a complementizer is judged much worse than the extraction of an object, in both languages. It therefore seems safe to assert that the basic factors affecting this set of structures are the same in the two languages.
Implications for theory I: gradience
Since closer inspection of the data has shown that German has both superiority and that-trace effects, there can be no question of German being an exceptional language in that the ECP (if that is indeed the causal factor) does not apply in it. Precisely the same phenomena can be found cross-linguistically, and we do not need the mechanism of parameter setting to account for the apparent non-existence of presumed universals in a given language, at least in this case. We consider it highly likely that this finding will prove to be the rule, not the exception: effects found in one language will generally be found in others too (cf Bresnan et al 2001) . This must reinforce the hypothesis that there is such a thing as a universal grammar. But we still have to explain why the superiority effect and the that-trace effect are uncontroversial in English, but usually thought to be absent from German because they are less visible. Why did German look like an exception? A look back at the data in Figure 4 offers some insights. In English, the best three structures are regarded as well-formed, while the worst one, the extraction of a subject over a complementizer, is regarded as ill-formed. In German, by contrast, the top two are regarded as well-formed, and the lower two both as marginal, hence no that-trace effect is recognized. The most likely explanation of this mismatch between the standard assumptions and the empirical data relates to the difference between the English and German data pattern. In German, there is a clear difference between the V2 extractions and the V-final extractions; the first pair is plainly better. The difference within lower pair, that is between the two V-final extractions, on the other hand, is smaller. In English, by contrast, the difference between the two 'no that' structures and the next best, the object extraction over a complementizer, is relatively small, and certainly smaller than the difference between the two 'with that' structures. It therefore seems possible that the reason why linguists have not noticed the that-trace effect in German is that the key difference, between the two extractions over a complementizer, is simply less salient in German. It is relatively small compared to the cost of any extraction over a complementizer in German, and relatively small too in comparison with the equivalent effect in English.
This explanation of how and why linguists have misread the data rests entirely on the assumption that well-formedness is a gradient, not a dichotomy. But this assumption is forced upon us by the data anyway. The more detailed data revealed by our controlled methods of collecting judgements can only be faithfully represented on a continuum of well-formedness. The data simply has this form: there is not only 'wellformed' and 'ill-formed', there is also 'better-formed' and 'more ill-formed'. We have seen in these two example studies that the effects of constraint violations can be larger or smaller, and can vary cross-linguistically, and can be added together. For this to happen, these effects must have quantifiable values, and this is only possible in a model of gradient well-formedness. The idealization to a binary opposition of well-formed and ill-formed can thus be seen to be obscuring important information. It is erroneously obscuring what we would have predicted, namely that German too has ECP effects. It is revealing itself to be an abstraction from primary data, not a feature of the primary data.
Let us be clear what we are arguing for. Certain sorts of idealization are desirable and necessary. The idealization described by Chomsky in his famous "ideal speakerlistener" paragraph (1965, 3) we consider useful and indeed essential. But it should be noted that the idealization of well-formedness to a binary opposition does not occur in that paragraph. On the contrary, Chomsky explicitly avows in that text that grammaticality is "a matter of degree" (1965, 11) . Chomsky explicitly limits his chosen low-data approach to "clear cases", to the "masses of evidence that are hardly open to serious question" (1965, 19) . The idealization of well-formedness to a binary model, we argue, may be feasible with data which are not open to question, but is inappropriate to data where finer distinctions are to be made, as in the present case. Over-zealous idealization of well-formedness has brought about an assumption that well-formedness really is binary, contrary to fact. German too has island constraints, but their violation costs make them less visible. We are creating artificial exceptions if we impose an unempirical single possible violation cost on the data.
Let us briefly review our findings so far. First, some apparent exceptions are merely due to inadequate data. More and better data makes for fuller coverage of theory. Next, some idealizations of data can cause phantom exceptions. Ignoring non-categorical constraints on structure, the assumption of a single constraint violation cost, and the idealization of well-formedness to a binary scale can all obscure important evidence and make exceptions appear to occur where in fact there are none. This problem can be avoided by the adoption of a model of gradient well-formedness.
Admittedly a gradient grammar requires several additional features in a theory. It must allow constraint-specific violation costs, which in turn necessitates that judged well-formedness be represented as a continuum. Violation costs must be quantified, so that they can be cumulative. This adds complexity to the linguist's task, but provides a more explanatory grammar, since the grammar produces fewer exceptions. Our task is not yet finished, however, for our grammar must also allow exceptions in the output to be produced, which we shall argue requires the architecture of the grammar to include probabilistic competition for output. We turn to this last features now.
Exception type three: exceptional occurrence
This section addresses a very different type of exception, namely the occurrence in naturalistic output, such as corpus data, of structures which our grammar would exclude. Every linguist will have had the experience of finding examples of structures that she or he would have predicted that would never occur. We shall give just one example here, superiority violations.
A search in the British National Corpus (Oxford, 100 million words) reveals two examples of structures which violate superiority. Both have a direct object wh-item in clause-intial position and an in-situ wh-subject (What.DO ... who.SUBJ). Searching the internet with Google reveals more examples. 4 A search in Google UK (google.co.uk, February 2005, English language only, UK based sites only) for "what did who" yielded 371 hits, of which 236 were non-repeats. Detailed inspection of each of these revealed 112 apparent real examples. A similar search for "who did who" yielded 831 hits, of which 486 were non-repeats. The exclusion of linguistics sites and non-anglophone sites and the like revealed five apparent real examples, of which three had the form who.DO ... who.SUBJ, and two others who.IO ... who.SUBJ. 5 Now occurrences of structures which we would predict would not appear are common, and nothing hangs on this particular example. But this phenomenon poses a real problem for linguists, since grammatical models generally cannot account for this. Our own model of a grammar incorporating gradient well-formedness, which we have noted above is anyway required to deal with other phenomena, does however permit the occurrence of exceptions. It does this by introducing a differentiation into the architecture of the grammar. It distinguishes two modules: Constraint Application and Output Selection. We shall lay out roughly how these two operate and see how this arrangement predicts exceptional occurrence.
The first of these carries out the function of structure building, essentially in the form of a constraint satisfaction model. This stage develops the form of the structure, being guided by the requirements of the semantic content but at the same time constrained at every step by the application of the constraints on linguistic form. This process is roughly equivalent to the stage of 'grammatical encoding' in the 'formulator' in Levelt's (1989) 'blueprint for the speaker'. But the process of applying constraints to structures involves trade-offs, and each violated constraint incurs a violation cost, which is applied to the nascent structure. Let us note that this process no doubt takes place incrementally, on roughly phrase-sized chunks, but we shall abstract from this for simplicity of presentation here. The result of the application of constraints is that each candidate structure receives a well-formedness weighting which can be accessed in introspective judgements: structures breaking more rules/preferences are judged worse. It follows (and this is robustly demonstrated in the data) that there may be not just one possible output form for a given semantic content, but several. Usually one of these will be clearly better than the others, but it may happen that two (or more) may be roughly as good as each other. We can illustrate this with sets of examples such as in (8). (8) a. Jack looked the word up in the dictionary b. Jack looked up the word in the dictionary.
Both phrasal verb particles and NP complements are preferred adjacent to their head verb (see excellent discussion in Wasow 2002), but only one of them can appear there. The violation costs of these two structural preferences must be about equal however, since both (8a) and (8b) are very natural and both occur, more or less in free variation. How does the human production system choose between the pair (8a) and (8b)? There must necessarily be some form of output selection module, since we never find both being output when only one would do. This output selection must also take note of the well-formedness status of the competing alternatives. It seems economical to assume that this Output Selection module selects a single form for output on the basis of the well-formedness weightings assigned by the first Constraint Application module. Since both are about equally good, we therefore regularly find both (8a) and (8b).
How does this account for exceptional occurrence? Well, to err is human and especially human linguistic behaviour is probabilistic. This can be readily verified by taking a look at the frequent experimental studies in the 'Journal of Second Language Acquistion', where the performance of second language learners is compared with that of a native speaker control group. The control group never get everything right; most commonly they attain 90% of the target behaviour. It is thus unsurprising that output selection too operates probabilistically. When two forms are equally good, Output Selection chooses one of them more or less randomly. If one were slightly better than the other, then we would find this reflected in their distribution frequencies, but the slightly less good candidate would still occur. Every now and again, we select for output a candidate structure which is more significantly less good than some other. Exceptional occurrence is thus merely a slip in operation, probably in the assessment of the well-formedness of a candidate. This feature of appreciation of well-formedness is not stipulation but empirically well-attested. Human introspective judgements of well-formedness are well-known to have a degree of random variation in the individual judgement event (Schütze 1996) . It is therefore not at all surprising that the output selection function, which must use perceived well-formedness as its criterion for selection, exhibits some degree of variability in its choices.
We may summarize our account of exceptional occurrence as follows. Examples such as those in (8) demonstrate that it is at least sometimes the case that speakers must choose between two or more equally legal structures in production processing. It follows that we have such a thing as an Output Selection function: if we did not, any pair equally good forms would crash the system. It will also be fairly uncontroversial that this function makes use of well-formedness information about competing candidates: slightly better forms are selected more frequently than less good forms. This demonstrates clearly that our Output Selection module functions probabilistically: if it did not, even very slightly less good forms would never occur at all. These assumptions are sufficient to account for exceptional occurrence: when a system functions probabilistically, improbable outcomes occasionally occur, in our specific case, substandard structures are selected for output. The good news is that this account of exceptional occurrence in no way complicates our grammar or forces us to include a probabilistic element into the grammar, for the grammar and the selection of output are disjunct. In the next section we look in a little more detail what this might mean for the architecture of the human language processing.
Implications for theory II: Well-formedness is not identical to output
We have argued for two features of the grammar which allow us to account for exceptions. Many apparent exceptions in the grammar can be seen to be mere phantom exceptions if we assume a gradient model of well-formedness, while exceptional occurrence is predicted probabilistic behaviour, if we distinguish between Constraint Application and Output Selection. In this section we shall attempt to show that these two features of language behaviour fit well together into a coherent model of the architecture of human language computation, and are directly motivated by judgement and corpus frequency data. We summarize the features and functions of the two modules that we distinguish in (9). (9) Constraint Application a. applies rules b. takes note of rule violations, and c. applies violation costs (well-formedness weightings) d. blindly and exceptionlessly, e. all constraints applying to all structures.
(10) Output Selection a. selects structures for output b. on the basis of well-formedness weightings c. competitively, and d. probabilistically
A key point in this model is the non-identity of well-formedness and occurrence. Syntactic realisations of a given semantic content compete for output. This means that a given syntactic realisation of a semantic content can be fairly well-formed (as measured in judgements), but virtually never appear, simply because better syntactic realisations exist. Similarly, a syntactic realisation can be judged to be fairly poor, but nevertheless appear in linguistic output (eg corpus data) because it is the best of the set of structural alternatives. Note that this contrasts with both the traditional maxims of generative theory and with the precepts of Optimality Theory (OT, Prince & Smolensky 1993) . In generative grammar the standard supposition has been that any successfully generated structure will be used and will thus appear in the output. More recently the idea of competition in syntax has gained favour, appearing in the Minimalist Program and occupying a central place in OT (Sternefeld and Müller ???) . But in both of these types competition takes place in the grammar and contributes to the definition of well-formedness. In our own Decathlon Model (Featherston 2006 ) the situation is different. Well-formedness is not a function of competition but the result of cumulative violation costs. Competition steers the choice of output from among candidate syntactic realisations. This competition is based upon the well-formedness weightings of the candidates, but has a probabilistic element. Although the best realization of a content will normally win the Figure 5 : Experimental judgements and corpus frequencies of a set of syntactic variants. The judgements reveal a continuum of perceived well-formedness. The frequencies show that just the best and second best structure ever occur.
race to be output, it is predicted that less optimal candidates will sometimes produced, with a frequency proportional to their degree of ill-formedness relative to the most well-formed candidate. Exceptional occurrence is thus the effect of the probabilistic element in Output Selection.
One of the major advantages of this grammar architecture is the fact that it is directly related to the evidence of the primary language data, both judgements and corpus frequencies. We illustrate this in Figure 5 . This graph shows the results of two studies on object coreference structures in German, the first using experimentally obtained judgements, the second using corpus frequencies (COSMAS I, Institut für Deutsche Sprache, Mannheim). For full details of this study see Featherston (2002) . In this graph the judgements are represented by error bars and refer to the left-hand scale. These judgements show clear differences between the sixteen syntactic variants. These vary on four binary parameters, and their perceived well-formedness is a product of the number and severity of the constraints that each violates. This is thus the same sort of finding as that which we found in our magnitude estimation studies reported above; in fact this data type always reveals this picture of well-formedness as a gradient phenomenon, reflecting the cumulative assignment of violation costs.
The frequency information was gathered from the corpus COSMAS I (W-PUBArchiv, 530 million word forms), and relates to the right-hand scale. The syntactic variant judged best occurred fourteen times, that judged second best occurred just once, and no other form was found at all. This is thus a very different picture to that showed by the judgements: the frequency data shows strong evidence of competition for output, unlike the perceived well-formedness data which shows absolutely no sign of competition.
On the basis of data like this, we suggest that perceived well-formedness and occurrence are not identical. They are of course related, and it seems to be a natural assumption that the competition for output proceeds on the basis of the well-formedness values: we produce the best syntactic variant available to us, probably because it is easiest. But notice that even in this limited data set, competition for output is proba-bilistic: not only the best but also the second best structure occurs, admittedly just once. This is variation. Exceptional occurrence results when one of the weaker candidates is selected; this will be rare, but it will occasionally occur.
We shall finish off by contrasting our own model with classic generative grammar and stochastic OT (Boersma & Hayes 2001) in order to bring out its features and reveal how it combines architectural simplicity with superior empirical coverage. In Chart 1 we see the relevant characteristics of the three grammar models contrasted. The details are of course simplified, but readers will be able to supply the details of their own favourite grammar architecture on the basis of the information given. We shall first make clear what the chart shows by contrasting the two familiar grammar models.
First row: Traditional generative grammar applies all constraints to all structures, blindly and exceptionlessly. OT is more complex. Not all constraints are applied to all candidates and the application is ordered; in stochastic OT this application order is stochastically variable (Boersma & Hayes 2001) .
Second row: Generative grammar also has a simple violation cost application function, again, blind and exceptionless. If a structure breaks a rule then the structure is automatically sanctioned. OT is again more complex, since the application of violation costs is not automatic but conditional: conditional upon whether it will differentiate the candidates, if not, no sanctions are applied, and the violation has no effect upon the outcome.
Third row: On the other hand, OT and generative grammar both have only violation cost value. There is only one possible outcome of a violation cost being applied: the attribution of the status 'ungrammatical'.
Fourth row: The features so far result in both models having a dichotomous model of well-formedness. But generative grammar's well-formedness is absolute and inherent, while OT's well-formedness is always relative to a comparison set (hence 'optimality'). The status of a given structure in generative grammar is stable, while the same structure in stochastic OT can vary between good or bad, depending on the effect of the random factors in the application order.
Fifth row: Both familiar models assume that well-formedness is sufficient to license output. All and only well-formed structures should appear. In simple OT this will always be just a single candidate, the optimal structure. In stochastic OT this single structure may vary between competition events.
Sixth row: Stochastic OT can thus capture the empirical reality that not only one form of a competition set in practice appears in the language. Since constraint ordering has a random weighting applied, occasionally a candidate will win which would normally lose: 'exceptions' may therefore win through the competition and thus occur. Traditional generative grammar permits multiple acceptable candidates to occur, but does not easily permit forms to occur which are other than fully acceptable. It thus has no ready account of exceptional occurrence. It is, however, considerably simpler than any version of OT as a theory. It is perhaps not surprising that the ability to deal with exceptional occurrence incurs a cost in terms of complexity of the architecture. Our own Decathlon Model contrasts with both of these, but also shares aspects of both. Our model patterns with generative grammar in that it applies all constraints to all structures, requiring no 'smart' application function. The application of violation costs is simple, it too being blind and exceptionless. However, instead of having a simple binary contrast of 'good' and 'bad', our model reflects the judgement data in requiring constraint-specific violation costs which vary in severity. A violation does not make a structure bad, it merely makes it worse, by a fixed, constraint-specific amount. What is more, these violation costs are cumulative, so that if a structure offends against two restrictions, it is 'worse' than if it offends merely against one. These two factors, constraint-specific violation costs and cumulativity, demand a gradient model of wellformedness, which is of course far more complex than the familiar dichotmous model. On the positive side, this allows gradient well-formedness to be absolute and stable; structures are inherently good, bad or marginal, on a continuum scale. This is the basic operation of our Constraint Application module which roughly corresponds to what is generally thought of as the 'grammar'. It is the weightings assigned to structures by this module that we believe can be measured with the elicitation of judgements. The Output Selection function is, we argue, no part of the grammar but merely a facet of production. It works very simply. In production processing, we have to choose between different structural variants in just the same way as we must choose between non-structural variants. We generally choose the best structural variant, probably because it is the easiest for us to compute; in fact the causal factor of 'well-formedness' is probably 'ease of computation'. But since we are humans, we sometimes perceive well-formedness inaccurately or choose wrongly. It follows that ill-formed structures are occasionally produced, essentially for the same reasons that we sometimes call our mother when we intended to call our sister, or put dirty cups away in the cupboard. The grammar need not generate exceptional occurrence, and in our model it does not.
Conclusions
Our aim in this paper was to argue that the grammar has many fewer exceptions than it sometimes appears. To this end we looked at examples of three different sorts of exceptions, and tried to show that each of them is, on closer inspection, not exceptional. In each case we were able to account for the phenomena in a systematic, rule-governed way, in each case backing up our explanation with hard data from our experimental judgement studies.
Our first example was one of incomplete generalization. The three principles of the binding theory have considerable descriptive adequacy, but it has been noted that they do not seem to apply in German object coreference structures. We therefore carried out an experiment in which we gathered informants' judgements under controlled conditions, using a variant of the magnitude estimation methodology . The results superficially support the exception hypothesis as they show a much more complex pattern than the binding theory alone would predict. However, the far greater differentiation in the data made available by the experimental technique and the testing of many different minimally different structural variants allowed us to identify irrelevant factors affecting the perceived well-formedness of the structures. Surface factors such as consitituent weight and constraints on linear precedence can be discounted from the data set, leaving only the relevant information. This winnowing process reveals that the relevant binding condition is fully active in the data. Better data with finer differentiation thus allows us to discount the suspicion that these structures were an exception to the binding theory. We think that syntacticians will find this to be quite commonly the case. Perceived well-formedness is sensitive to grammatical and non-grammatical effects, acting cumulatively, but these irrelevant factors can often be disentangled with high quality data, when it is recognized that even between minimal pairs of structures, not just the one factor of interest may be causing differences.
Our second type of exception was that of ECP phenomena in German, a language in which these effects have been consensually thought not to apply. Again impoved data allowed us to confirm that the ECP does indeed operate, but that it seems to cause weaker violation costs than in English. In such a case it is necessary to take a critical look at the idealizations embedded in the standard theoretical assumptions. The main reason why these ECP effects were thought not to apply in German seems to be that their violation costs do not cause categorical grammaticality: structures violating superiority or the that-trace effect may be more readily found in German corpuses than in English. Working on the assumption that constraints on structure which can be violated cannot be narrowly grammatical, linguists had tended to deny the existence of these ECP effects. However, in this case it seems very clear that this assumption is causing exceptions to be identified where none in fact are present. This idealization to a dichotomous model of well-formedness is revealed in such cases as an abstraction applied to the primary language data, not a generalization derived from it. The inevitable conclusion seems to be that ECP effects do indeed apply in German and that German is in no way an exceptional language in this regard. In this case, the simplifying idealization to a binary model of well-formedness was causing the ghost exception, which must throw its usefulness as a simplifying assumption into some doubt.
Let us hasten to add that we do not consider all idealization of the data base of syntax to be erroneous or unnecessary. Precisely those abstractions from the raw data of language use or language intuition which related to the difference between competence and performance seem to us to be fully justified, for the discarded information about the speaker-listener's state of mind or dialectal idiosyncrasies are of little relevance in ascertaining the structure of linguistic expressions. This is not true of the idealization to a binary well-formedness model, however, for the information discarded in this simplification can indeed be relevant to structure, as is clearly demonstrated in this paper. We suspect that the abandonment of this admittedly long-standing but ultimately un-motivated idealization will cause other ghost exceptions to be revealed for what they are.
The last exception type we addressed was that of exceptional occurrence. Every linguist has had the experience of seeing or hearing structures that theory would suggest should not occur. Traditional generative grammar has no real account of this, since it assumes that all but only grammatical structures should ever make to through to occur. Stochastic OT does offer a mechanism which can model occurrence variation and occasional exceptional occurrence, but does this at a very high price in complexity of grammar architecture. This approach is forced to abandon both the blind and exceptionless application of constraints to candidate structures and the blind and exceptionless assignment of violation costs to violating structures. Additionally it must assume a model of well-formedness in which the well-formedness status of a structure is not inherent, but only ever relative to a comparison set, and may change between different 'competition events'. Put briefly, stochastic OT discards the assumption that the grammar is maximally general and instead provides it with a mechanism to allow exceptions. Our own architecture preserves the blind and exceptionless grammar and accounts for exceptional occurrence as a product of Output Selection, a function of human language processing must anyway have to account for its ability to choose between equally well-formedness alternative structures. We therefore consider our model to be more explanatorily adequate, since it accounts for the data using only assumptions which are independently motivated.
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